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â��Assejanâ�� Taabadangga Setep MRSN.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates

to a technology for inputting information by transmitting an optical signal to an information
recording medium using a light emitting device. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent years,

optical recording apparatuses using optical devices as information recording and reproducing
apparatuses of optical recording media such as optical disks, optical cards and the like are

becoming widespread. As optical recording media, optical disks are used widely because of
having large capacity and high reliability. As an example of the optical recording method that uses

the optical disks, there is the phase change recording method that causes a phase change in an
optical recording medium by irradiating the recording surface of the optical recording medium

with a laser beam whose intensity is changed, thereby performing recording and reproduction of
information. Meanwhile, in recent years, as optical recording media, optical disks are also used

that include, in addition to the phase change recording layer, a reflection layer. In addition to this,
as the optical recording media, optical disks are also used that include, in addition to the phase
change recording layer and the reflection layer, a protection layer. In such optical disks, a dye
material is used as a material for the recording layer, and a material having the phase transition

from a crystal state to an amorphous state by the absorption of the laser beam and then returning
to the crystal state is used as the material for the reflection layer. At the time of recording by the
phase change recording method, the optical disk is irradiated with a laser beam by changing the

wavelength of the laser beam in the phase change recording material layer. Accordingly, the
refractive index difference of the material with respect to the refractive index in the region

irradiated with the laser beam becomes large, and the temperature of the recording layer becomes
low. As a result, the recording layer undergoes a phase change and is lowered in temperature. This
causes the temperature to increase again with respect to the region irradiated with the laser beam,
so that the material returns to the amorphous state. As a result, the crystal state is formed at the
recording layer and the recording becomes hard to carry out by returning to the crystal state. An

optical disk on which such a phase change recording layer is 3e33713323
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